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Challenges: interrelated inferences, heterogenous data, 

knowledge discovery

Socio-behavior modeling challenges



Key contributions
Probabilistic models that

Exploit 
structure

Fuse  
signals

Support 
causal 

inference

Discover 
knowledge

for modeling online dialogue and text
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Understanding stances on issues
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Social media indicates stances
Today, I’m proposing to repeal the 
heavy-handed Internet regulations 

imposed by the Obama 

Go Mr. Pai. I watched as you 
fought Obama’s costly regulatory 
abuse for years.

THANK YOU for having the bravery to 
stand for giant corporations and ignore 
the good of the people.

I will sue to stop FCC’s illegal 
rollback of net neutrality.

False. The government is required 
to protect the rights of all 
Americans as per the Constitution. 

What was illegal was the govt’s seizure of 
the internet. Only a matter of time before 
THEY restricted access.
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Modeling text documents
Today, I’m proposing to repeal the 
heavy-handed Internet regulations 

imposed by the Obama 

Go Mr. Pai. I watched as you fought 
Obama’s costly regulatory abuse for 
years.

THANK YOU for having the bravery to 
stand for giant corporations and ignore 
the good of the people.

I will sue to stop FCC’s illegal rollback 
of net neutrality.

What was illegal was the govt’s seizure of 
the internet. Only a matter of time before 
THEY restricted access.

False. The government is required to 
protect the rights of all Americans as per 
the Constitution. 

word2vec
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Improving upon existing methods

Today, I’m proposing to repeal the heavy-
handed Internet regulations imposed by 
the Obama Administration … 

Go Mr. Pai. I watched as you 
fought Obama’s costly regulatory 
abuse for years.

THANK YOU for having the bravery to 
stand for giant corporations and ignore 
the good of the people.

I will sue to stop FCC’s illegal 
rollback of net neutrality.

What was illegal was the govt’s seizure of 
the internet. Only a matter of time before 
THEY restricted access.

False. The government is required to 
protect the rights of all Americans as per 
the Constitution. 
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Improving upon existing methods

Today, I’m proposing to repeal the heavy-
handed Internet regulations imposed by 
the Obama Administration … 

Go Mr. Pai. I watched as you 
fought Obama’s costly regulatory 
abuse for years.

THANK YOU for having the bravery to 
stand for giant corporations and ignore 
the good of the people.

I will sue to stop FCC’s illegal 
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the Constitution. 
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Exploit structural dependencies
Today, I’m proposing to repeal the heavy-
handed Internet regulations imposed by the 
Obama Administration … 

Go Mr. Pai. I watched as you 
fought Obama’s costly 
regulatory abuse for years.

THANK YOU for having the bravery 
to stand for giant corporations and 
ignore the good of the people.

I will sue to stop FCC’s rollback 
of net neutrality.

False. The government is required 
to protect the rights of all Americans 
as per the Constitution. 

What was illegal was the govt’s 
seizure of the internet. Only a 
matter of time before THEY 
restricted access.

Supports

Supports
Disagrees

Interaction network between users induces useful 
dependencies for consistent predictions 10



Fuse heterogenous signals

Today, I’m proposing to repeal the heavy-
handed Internet regulations imposed by 
the Obama Administration … 

I will sue to stop FCC’s rollback 
of net neutrality.

Combine additional information sources of varying 
reliability

#
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Discover knowledge
Today, I’m proposing to repeal the heavy-
handed Internet regulations imposed by the 
Obama Administration … 

Go Mr. Pai. I watched as you 
fought Obama’s costly 
regulatory abuse for years.

THANK YOU for having the bravery 
to stand for giant corporations and 
ignore the good of the people.

I will sue to stop FCC’s rollback 
of net neutrality.

False. The government is required 
to protect the rights of all Americans 
as per the Constitution. 

What was illegal was the govt’s 
seizure of the internet. Only a 
matter of time before THEY 
restricted access.

#

Users who retweet those followed by top users share stance
12



Roadmap of my talk

Exploit Structure
Online dialogue and debate

Fuse signals
Detecting indicators of relapse

Discover Knowledge
Mood modeling
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Modeling 
dialogue and text



Background
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Factor graphs for structured prediction

YAB

YBC YAC

XAC

Structure in input space: Structure in output space:

18



Defining feature functions with logic 

YAB

YBC YAC

XAC

{0, 1}

{0, 1}

{0, 1}

{0, 1}
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Logic represents rich relationships

Retweets(U1, U2) & Side(U1, P) ! Side(U2, P)

Logic is a powerful representation for capturing 
relationships and constraints

?

20



Logical satisfaction intractable

?
?

21

Retweets(U1, U2) & Side(U1, P) ! Side(U2, P)



Logical satisfaction intractable

Problems with logic: 
• Conflicts lead to infeasible states 
• Combinatorial optimization doesn’t scale

?
?

22

Retweets(U1, U2) & Side(U1, P) ! Side(U2, P)



Probabilistic soft logic

R12 S1 S2

23

{
[0,1]

{
[0,1]

{
[0,1]

Retweets(U1, U2) & Side(U1, P) ! Side(U2, P)

Bach et al. 2017, Hinge-loss Markov random fields and Probabilistic Soft Logic. In JMLR.  



Probabilistic soft logic

R12 S1 S2

24

{
[0,1]

{
[0,1]

{
[0,1]

Retweets(U1, U2) & Side(U1, P) ! Side(U2, P)

Given values, apply 
relaxation of rule satisfaction

If satisfied, return 0 
else penalty 

Bach et al. 2017, Hinge-loss Markov random fields and Probabilistic Soft Logic. In JMLR.  



Probabilistic soft logic

R12 S1 S2

25

{
[0,1]

{
[0,1]

{
[0,1]

Retweets(U1, U2) & Side(U1, P) ! Side(U2, P)

Given values, apply 
relaxation of rule satisfaction

If satisfied, return 0 
else penalty 

max{f(R12,	S1,	S2),	0}

Linear function
Bach et al. 2017, Hinge-loss Markov random fields and Probabilistic Soft Logic. In JMLR.  



Defining feature functions with logic 

YAB

YBC YAC

XAC

[0, 1]

[0, 1] [0, 1]

[0, 1]

Continuous penalty from 
relaxed rule satisfaction 
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Defining feature functions with logic 

YAB

YBC YAC

XAC

[0, 1]

[0, 1] [0, 1]

[0, 1]
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Hinge-loss Markov random field

YAB

YBC YAC

XAC

Convex MAP inference:

• Solved with ADMM message passing algorithm 
• MLE and EM for learning weights from training data

Open-source software: psl.linqs.org 28

http://psl.linqs.org


Roadmap of my talk

Exploit Structure Fuse Signals

Discover Knowledge

29

Modeling 
dialogue and text



Understanding stances on issues

Identifying stances on issues is key to studying evolving 
ideologies, and biases. 

30



Online debate forums provide rich dataset

31



Discussions in online debates

Users initiate threads and reply to posts, signaling their 
position on issues and towards each other

+

+

-

--

Pro

Anti

Anti

Pro

+

-
-

-

Government 
Spending:

Sridhar, Foulds, Huang, Getoor, Walker. 2015, Joint Models of Stance and Disagreement in Online Debates. ACL. 32



Inferring stances of users

Supervised classification problem where labels are 
self-reported or annotated 

+

+

-

-- +

--

-

?

?

?

?Government 
Spending:

33Sridhar, Foulds, Huang, Getoor, Walker. 2015, Joint Models of Stance and Disagreement in Online Debates. ACL.



Important modeling questions

Author level Post level

What is the right level of 

vs

    Features

    Labels Majority( )

w1    w2 … wn
0       1        0

w1    w2 … wn
1       1        1

vs.

34

What is the right granularity to aggregate?

Hasan and Ng 2013, Extra-linguistic constraints on stance recognition in ideological debates. ACL.



Important modeling questions

How can we use context most effectively?

?

?

?

?

?

Disagrees

Model polarity of 
replies with 

stance

Treat replies as 
disagreement 

indicator

35Hasan and Ng 2013, Extra-linguistic constraints on stance recognition in ideological debates. ACL.



Text classifiers as noisy local signals

36

Logistic Regression

PrLocal(U1=Pro) = 0.4 PrLocal(U2=Pro) = 0.6

Sridhar, Foulds, Huang, Getoor, Walker. 2015, Joint Models of Stance and Disagreement in Online Debates. ACL.



Naive collective classification

37

PrLocal(U1=Pro) = 0.4 PrLocal(U2=Pro) = 0.6

Disagrees(U1, U2) = 1.0

Sridhar, Foulds, Huang, Getoor, Walker. 2015, Joint Models of Stance and Disagreement in Online Debates. ACL.



Jointly modeling stance and 
disagreement

PrLocal(U1=Pro) = 0.4 PrLocal(U2=Pro) = 0.6

PrLocal(U1,U2=Dis) = 0.3

38Sridhar, Foulds, Huang, Getoor, Walker. 2015, Joint Models of Stance and Disagreement in Online Debates. ACL.



Evaluating on two debate forums

• 4 topics 
• 300 users 
• 4 to 19 posts per user

vs.

Author Level
• Aggregate features 
• Majority post label

Compare models local, collective, joint along with:

Post Level
• Separate features 
• Apply author’s label

39



Post Stance Author Stance 

Logistic Regression 73.0 77.3

Simple Collective 68.3 74.4

Joint-Author 80.3 78.7

Joint-Post 73.9 76.7

Experimental highlights

40

Accuracy on Evolution topic in 4Forums

Granularity of aggregating information has ramifications 



Post Stance Author Stance 

Logistic Regression 73.0 77.3

Simple Collective 68.3 74.4

Joint-Author 80.3 78.7

Joint-Post 73.9 76.7

Experimental highlights

41

Accuracy on Evolution topic in 4Forums

Naive assumptions are harmful — simple collective model 
worse than baseline in nuanced topic



Benefits of joint modeling

42

4FORUMS CREATEDEBATE

Models Abortion Evolution Gay Gun Abortion Gay Marijuana Obama
Marriage Control Rights

PL 61.9 ± 4.3 76.6 ± 3.9 72.0 ± 3.6 66.4 ± 4.6 66.4 ± 5.2 70.2 ± 5.0 74.1 ± 6.5 63.8 ± 8.7
PC 63.4 ± 5.9 74.6 ± 4.1 73.7 ± 4.3 68.3 ± 5.5 68.7 ± 5.7 72.6 ± 5.6 75.4 ± 7.4 66.1 ± 8.5
PD 63.0 ± 5.4 76.7 ± 4.2 73.7 ± 4.6 67.9 ± 5.0 69.5 ± 5.7 73.2 ± 5.9 74.7 ± 7.0 66.1 ± 8.5
AL 64.9 ± 4.2 77.3 ± 2.9 74.5 ± 2.9 67.1 ± 4.5 65.2 ± 6.5 69.5 ± 4.4 74.0 ± 6.6 59.0 ± 7.5
AC 66.0 ± 5.0 74.4 ± 4.2 75.7 ± 5.1 61.5 ± 5.6 65.8 ± 7.0 73.6 ± 3.5 73.9 ± 7.6 62.5 ± 8.3
AD 65.8 ± 4.4 78.7 ± 3.3 77.1 ± 4.4 67.1 ± 5.4 67.4 ± 7.5 74.0 ± 5.3 74.8 ± 7.5 63.0 ± 8.3

Table 2: Author stance classification accuracy and standard deviation for 4FORUMS (left) and CREAT-
EDEBATE (right), estimated via 5 repeats of 5-fold cross-validation. Bolded figures indicate statistically
significant (↵ = 0.05) improvement over AL, the baseline model for the author stance classification task.

4FORUMS CREATEDEBATE

Models Abortion Evolution Gay Gun Abortion Gay Marijuana Obama
Marriage Control Rights

PL 66.1 ± 2.5 72.4 ± 4.2 69.0 ± 2.7 67.8 ± 3.5 60.2 ± 3.2 62.7 ± 4.4 68.1 ± 6.1 59.4 ± 6.0
PC 70.5 ± 2.5 74.1 ± 3.8 73.2 ± 3.1 69.1 ± 3.0 62.8 ± 3.8 66.1 ± 4.9 68.7 ± 7.9 61.1 ± 6.6
PD 69.7 ± 2.5 73.9 ± 4.0 72.5 ± 3.0 68.8 ± 3.0 62.6 ± 4.1 66.2 ± 5.4 69.1 ± 7.4 61.0 ± 6.6
AL 74.7 ± 7.1 73.0 ± 5.7 70.3 ± 6.0 68.7 ± 5.3 61.6 ± 9.8 63.7 ± 5.3 66.7 ± 6.7 59.7 ± 13.6
AC 76.8 ± 8.1 68.3 ± 5.3 72.7 ± 11.1 46.9 ± 8.0 63.4 ± 12.4 71.2 ± 8.4 66.9 ± 9.0 63.7 ± 15.6
AD 77.0 ± 8.9 80.3 ± 5.5 80.5 ± 8.5 65.4 ± 8.3 66.8 ± 12.2 72.7 ± 8.9 69.0 ± 8.3 63.5 ± 16.3

Table 3: Post stance classification accuracy and standard deviations for 4FORUMS (left) and CREAT-
EDEBATE (right), estimated via 5 repeats of 5-fold cross-validation. Bolded figures indicate statistically
significant (↵ = 0.05) improvement over PL, the baseline model for the post stance classification task.

ble 1. Therefore, enforcing disagreement may be
a better assumption at the post level, and the nu-
anced disagreement model is not necessary in this
case. The overall improvements in accuracy from
disagreement modeling for post-level models were
small.

On the other hand, the assumption that re-
ply edges constitute disagreement is less accurate
when modeling at the author level (see Table 1).
In this case, the full joint disagreement model is
necessary to obtain good performance. In an ex-
treme example, the two datasets with the lowest
disagreement rates at the author level are evolution
(44.4%) and gun control (50.7%) from 4FORUMS.
The AC classifier performed very poorly for these
data sets, dropping to 46.9% accuracy in one in-
stance, as the “opposite stance” assumption did
not hold (Tables 2 and 3). The full joint disagree-
ment model AD performed much better, in fact
achieving an outstanding accuracy rates of 80.3%
and 80.5% for posts on evolution and gay marriage
respectively. To illustrate the benefits of author-
level disagreement modeling, Fig. 4 shows a post
for an author whose stance towards gun control is
correctly predicted by AD but not the AC model,

Text Stance

Post: I agree with everything except the last part. Safe gun
storage is very important, and sensible storage requirements
have two important factors.

ANTI

Reply: I can agree with this. And in case it seemed otherwise,
I know full well how to store guns safely, and why it’s nec-
essary. My point was that I don’t like the idea of such a law,
especially when you consider the problem of enforcement.

ANTI

Figure 4: A post-reply pair by 4FORUMS.COM au-
thors whose gun control stance is correctly pre-
dicted by AD, but not by AC.

along with a subsequent reply. The authors largely
agree with each other’s views, which the joint dis-
agreement model leverages, while the simpler col-
lective model encourages opposite stance due to
the presence of reply links between them.

To summarize our conclusions from these ex-
periments, the results suggest that author-level
modeling is the preferred strategy, regardless of
the prediction task. In this scenario, it is essen-
tial to explicitly model disagreement in the collec-
tive classifier. Our top performing AD model sta-
tistically significantly outperforms the respective
prediction task baseline on 6 out of 8 topics for
both tasks with p-values less than 0.001. Based on
our experimental results, we recommend the full

123

Post-reply pair whose stance is correctly 
predicted by joint but not collective

Sridhar, Foulds, Huang, Getoor, Walker. 2015, Joint Models of Stance and Disagreement in Online Debates. ACL.



Takeaway

PrLocal(U1,U2=Dis) = 0.3

43Sridhar, Foulds, Huang, Getoor, Walker. 2015, Joint Models of Stance and Disagreement in Online Debates. ACL.

Using (dis)similarity to inform predictions is powerful, general template
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Modeling 
dialogue and text



Detecting alcoholism relapse from Twitter

“First AA Meeting”

“First AA Meeting”

90 daysBegins AA

Identify tweets mentioning AA meeting, 
collecting tweets before and after

Zhang, Ramesh, Golbeck, Sridhar, Getoor, 2018, A Structured Approach to Understanding Recovery and Relapse in AA. WWW.
45



Detecting alcoholism relapse from Twitter

“First AA Meeting” “…drunk…”

“First AA Meeting” “…sober…”

90 daysBegins AA

Label relapse using clear indicators after 90 days

46
Zhang, Ramesh, Golbeck, Sridhar, Getoor, 2018, A Structured Approach to Understanding Recovery and Relapse in AA. WWW.



Detecting alcoholism relapse from Twitter

“First AA Meeting” “…drunk…”

“First AA Meeting” “…sober…”

90 daysBegins AA

Tweets from friends that users mention and retweet
47

Zhang, Ramesh, Golbeck, Sridhar, Getoor, 2018, A Structured Approach to Understanding Recovery and Relapse in AA. WWW.



Capturing supportive friend behavior

I feel like getting drunk

Yeahhhh lets get wasted

Negative interaction

40 days sober

So proud of you!

Positive interaction

48



Combine multiple language signals

I feel like getting drunk

40 days sober

Sobriety sucks

Glad I’m not drinking

First dry week successful

49



Combine multiple language signals

I feel like getting drunk

40 days sober

Sobriety sucks

Glad I’m not drinking

First dry week successful

Alcohol/sober word dictionary
• UsesAlcoholWord(User) 
• UsesSoberWord(User)

50



Combine multiple language signals

I feel like getting drunk

40 days sober

Sobriety sucks

Glad I’m not drinking

First dry week successful

LIWC and Sentiwordnet for affect
• PosAffect(User) 
• PosSentiment(Tweet)

51



Combine multiple language signals

I feel like getting drunk

40 days sober

Sobriety sucks

Glad I’m not drinking

Seeded LDA with alcohol/sober words
• TweetTopic(Tweet, LatentTopic) 
• UserTopic(User, LatentTopic)

First dry week successful

Jagarlamudi et. 2012, Incorporating lexical priors into topic models. EACL. 52



Local text signals from tweets

UserTopic(U,	alcohol)	→	!Recovers(U)	
UserTopic(U,	sober)	→	Recovers(U)

Alcohol-related  
topic

t1      …     tk

53



Modeling interactions with friends

Want a drink
Let’s get messed up

40 days sober
Proud of you going 

clean

Retweets(U2,	U1,	T)	&	TweetTopic(T,	sober)	&	PosSent(T)	→	Recovers(U1)	
Replies(U2,	U1,	T)	&	TweetTopic(T,	alcohol)	&	PosSent(T)	→	!Recovers(U1)

54

Alcohol topic

t1      …     tk

Sober topic

t1      …     tk



Modeling interactions with friends

Friends(U2,	U1)	&	UsesSoberWord(U2)	&	PosAffect(U1)	→	Recovers(U1)	
Friends(U2,	U1)	&	UsesAlcoholWord(U2)	&	PosAffect(U1)	→	!Recovers(U1)	

Retweets(U2,	U1,	T)	&	TweetTopic(T,	sober)	&	PosSent(T)	→	Recovers(U1)	
Replies(U2,	U1,	T)	&	TweetTopic(T,	alcohol)	&	PosSent(T)	→	!Recovers(U1)

55

Yesss love it
Let’s get turnt

Excited thanks

Staying sober yay!



Collective inference with similarities

TweetSimilarity(U1,	U2)	&	Recovers(U2)	→	Recovers(U1)	
TweetSimilarity(U1,	U2)	&	!Recovers(U2)	→	!Recovers(U1)

Cosine similarity of tweets

Similar behavior

56



Advantages of combined approach

Method AUC-PR AUC-ROC

Logistic Regression 0.58 0.71

PSL approach 0.75 0.90

Outperforms text baseline for predicting relapse after 90 days

57



Advantages of combined approach

Captures real examples of enabling behavior

A Structured Approach to Understanding
Recovery and Relapse in AA WWW’18, 2018, Lyon

4.2.3 Structural Features. We generate structural features by
considering various forms of interactions between pairs of users in
the Twitter network.

Friends. We capture bi-directional followers for the AA users
and refer to them as friends. We capture each pair of AA user U1
and friendU2 using friends(U1,U2).

Replies. The reply network captures the tweets that are replies
between the user and his/her friend in the network. Note that replies
is a directed graph, with replies going from AA users to friends and
from friends to AA users. We encode each pair-wise interaction in
the replies network using replies(U1, U2, T), where U1 replies to U2
and T denotes the reply tweet.

Retweets. Similar to the replies network, the retweet network
captures the tweets that are retweets between the user and his/her
friend in the network. Note that retweets is also a directed graph,
with retweets from AA users to friends and from friends to AA
users. We encode each pair-wise interaction in the retweet network
using retweets(U1, U2, T), where U1 retweets U2 and T denotes the
tweet that was retweeted.

Similarity. We also construct another derived network based on
the similarity of users. We consider two ways of encoding similar-
ity between pairs of users in the network. We �rst consider users’
tweets 90 days before the user joins AA to 90 days after the user
joins AA. We concatenate the tweets for this duration and calculate
the cosine similarity between the tweets for pairs of AA users. We
refer to this similarity as tweetSimilarity(U1,U2). We only consider
pairs of users with tweet similarity value more than the median
value of 0.65 in our models. Second, we calculate the similarity
between the LIWC scores for pairs of AA users calculated on con-
catenated user tweets before and after the user joins AA. This value
is encoded as LIWCSimilarity(U1,U2) in the network.
Nature of support Retweets/replies containing alcohol/sober

words

Supporting alcoholism
@... drink your beer snort your gear.
RT @...: I need vodka.
@... it’s okay cause wewere drunk everyday.
What’re you plans for the day?!

Supporting sobriety

@... I struggled with holidays in early sobri-
ety I had a plan. Go to a meeting, call my
sponsor or have co�ee with a sober friend
@... Do you need a sober companion? We’re
here for you.
RT @...: Tips for the sober beginner! I con-
tributed to @XXX’s blog, which is run by
the UK nonpro�t

Table 4: Example Alcohol/Sober Replies/Retweets from
Friends to AA Users supporting alcoholism/sobriety, respec-
tively

4.3 HL-MRF Recovery Prediction Models
Here, we present our structured HL-MRFmodel that encodes depen-
dencies among the linguistic, psychological, and structural features

to predict recovery. Our complete model is presented in Table 5.
We group the rules into di�erent groups based on the features they
combine. We use our HL-MRF model to: i) capture dependencies
among di�erent linguistic features, ii) capture dependencies among
di�erent linguistic and structural features, iii) capture di�erent
forms of structural interactions between AA users and friends, and
iii) reason collectively about AA user’s recovery, and capture their
e�ect on recovery. We explain the di�erent rule-groups below.

4.3.1 Combining Linguistic Features. In the rules in set A, we
capture the dependencies between linguistic features and recov-
ery. The �rst two rules capture the dependency between termFre-
quency and recovery. In the second group of rules in set A, we
capture the dependency between seeded LDA topic of a user and
his/her recovery. userTopic(U, “alcohol") captures the value in the
document-topic multinomial distribution for the alcohol seeded
topic and userTopic(U, “sober") captures the value in the document-
topic multinomial distribution for the sober seeded topic. In the
third group of rules in set A, we capture the dependency between
alcohol/sober word usage and recovers.

4.3.2 Combining Linguistic and Structural Features. The rules in
set B combine the linguistic features with structural features replies
and retweets between pairs of users. We hypothesize that if an AA
user retweets or replies to alcohol-word containing tweets by her
friends, then it is more likely that she will not recover from AUD
(Rules 1�4 in set B). Table 4 gives some examples of retweets/replies
that contain alcohol words. We observe that such tweets can hurt
AA user’s potential to recovery as they may lead the AA user to
relapse to alcohol. For example, tweets 1, 2, and 3 are tweets from
friends where they mention the AA user, inviting him/her to drink
or instances where the AA user retweets friends tweets on alcohol.
Similarly, interactions with friends on sobriety could potentially
aid AA user’s recovery from AUD. We model friends’ tweets on
sobriety that the AA user replies/retweets (Rules 5 � 8 in set B).
Tweets 4, 5, 6 in Table 4 give examples of support sobriety. there are
also friends tweets on sobriety, supporting the AA users, pointing
them to necessary resources, and providing encouragement and
support. We model both these signals from friends’ tweets in our
model.

Further, we observe that friends with whom there is a signi�cant
amount of reply/retweet activity have more e�ect on the AA user,
when compared to all user’s friends. Hence, we �lter the user-
friend network to include only pairs of users that have a signi�cant
amount of interaction in the form of retweets/replies, and model
the e�ect of speci�c tweet exchanges between them that contain
alcohol/sober words. For example, the �rst rule captures friends
withwhom there is a signi�cant amount of interaction in the form of
replies (replies(U2, U1)) and considers retweet exchanges between
them that contain alcohol words (retweets(U1, U2, T)). Note that
replies(U1,U2) does not contain speci�c tweet T as it considers all
the replies between pairs of users. Similarly, the second rule only
considers pairs of users that have a signi�cant number of retweet
exchanges (retweets(U1,U2)) and consider the speci�c tweets that
have alcohol/sober words (retweets(U1,U2, T)).

4.3.3 Combining Structural and Topic Features. Here, we model
the e�ect of friends’ tweets that contain alcohol/sober words on

58



Advantages of combined approach

Captures real examples of supportive behavior

A Structured Approach to Understanding
Recovery and Relapse in AA WWW’18, 2018, Lyon

4.2.3 Structural Features. We generate structural features by
considering various forms of interactions between pairs of users in
the Twitter network.

Friends. We capture bi-directional followers for the AA users
and refer to them as friends. We capture each pair of AA user U1
and friendU2 using friends(U1,U2).

Replies. The reply network captures the tweets that are replies
between the user and his/her friend in the network. Note that replies
is a directed graph, with replies going from AA users to friends and
from friends to AA users. We encode each pair-wise interaction in
the replies network using replies(U1, U2, T), where U1 replies to U2
and T denotes the reply tweet.

Retweets. Similar to the replies network, the retweet network
captures the tweets that are retweets between the user and his/her
friend in the network. Note that retweets is also a directed graph,
with retweets from AA users to friends and from friends to AA
users. We encode each pair-wise interaction in the retweet network
using retweets(U1, U2, T), where U1 retweets U2 and T denotes the
tweet that was retweeted.

Similarity. We also construct another derived network based on
the similarity of users. We consider two ways of encoding similar-
ity between pairs of users in the network. We �rst consider users’
tweets 90 days before the user joins AA to 90 days after the user
joins AA. We concatenate the tweets for this duration and calculate
the cosine similarity between the tweets for pairs of AA users. We
refer to this similarity as tweetSimilarity(U1,U2). We only consider
pairs of users with tweet similarity value more than the median
value of 0.65 in our models. Second, we calculate the similarity
between the LIWC scores for pairs of AA users calculated on con-
catenated user tweets before and after the user joins AA. This value
is encoded as LIWCSimilarity(U1,U2) in the network.
Nature of support Retweets/replies containing alcohol/sober

words

Supporting alcoholism
@... drink your beer snort your gear.
RT @...: I need vodka.
@... it’s okay cause wewere drunk everyday.
What’re you plans for the day?!

Supporting sobriety

@... I struggled with holidays in early sobri-
ety I had a plan. Go to a meeting, call my
sponsor or have co�ee with a sober friend
@... Do you need a sober companion? We’re
here for you.
RT @...: Tips for the sober beginner! I con-
tributed to @XXX’s blog, which is run by
the UK nonpro�t

Table 4: Example Alcohol/Sober Replies/Retweets from
Friends to AA Users supporting alcoholism/sobriety, respec-
tively

4.3 HL-MRF Recovery Prediction Models
Here, we present our structured HL-MRFmodel that encodes depen-
dencies among the linguistic, psychological, and structural features

to predict recovery. Our complete model is presented in Table 5.
We group the rules into di�erent groups based on the features they
combine. We use our HL-MRF model to: i) capture dependencies
among di�erent linguistic features, ii) capture dependencies among
di�erent linguistic and structural features, iii) capture di�erent
forms of structural interactions between AA users and friends, and
iii) reason collectively about AA user’s recovery, and capture their
e�ect on recovery. We explain the di�erent rule-groups below.

4.3.1 Combining Linguistic Features. In the rules in set A, we
capture the dependencies between linguistic features and recov-
ery. The �rst two rules capture the dependency between termFre-
quency and recovery. In the second group of rules in set A, we
capture the dependency between seeded LDA topic of a user and
his/her recovery. userTopic(U, “alcohol") captures the value in the
document-topic multinomial distribution for the alcohol seeded
topic and userTopic(U, “sober") captures the value in the document-
topic multinomial distribution for the sober seeded topic. In the
third group of rules in set A, we capture the dependency between
alcohol/sober word usage and recovers.

4.3.2 Combining Linguistic and Structural Features. The rules in
set B combine the linguistic features with structural features replies
and retweets between pairs of users. We hypothesize that if an AA
user retweets or replies to alcohol-word containing tweets by her
friends, then it is more likely that she will not recover from AUD
(Rules 1�4 in set B). Table 4 gives some examples of retweets/replies
that contain alcohol words. We observe that such tweets can hurt
AA user’s potential to recovery as they may lead the AA user to
relapse to alcohol. For example, tweets 1, 2, and 3 are tweets from
friends where they mention the AA user, inviting him/her to drink
or instances where the AA user retweets friends tweets on alcohol.
Similarly, interactions with friends on sobriety could potentially
aid AA user’s recovery from AUD. We model friends’ tweets on
sobriety that the AA user replies/retweets (Rules 5 � 8 in set B).
Tweets 4, 5, 6 in Table 4 give examples of support sobriety. there are
also friends tweets on sobriety, supporting the AA users, pointing
them to necessary resources, and providing encouragement and
support. We model both these signals from friends’ tweets in our
model.

Further, we observe that friends with whom there is a signi�cant
amount of reply/retweet activity have more e�ect on the AA user,
when compared to all user’s friends. Hence, we �lter the user-
friend network to include only pairs of users that have a signi�cant
amount of interaction in the form of retweets/replies, and model
the e�ect of speci�c tweet exchanges between them that contain
alcohol/sober words. For example, the �rst rule captures friends
withwhom there is a signi�cant amount of interaction in the form of
replies (replies(U2, U1)) and considers retweet exchanges between
them that contain alcohol words (retweets(U1, U2, T)). Note that
replies(U1,U2) does not contain speci�c tweet T as it considers all
the replies between pairs of users. Similarly, the second rule only
considers pairs of users that have a signi�cant number of retweet
exchanges (retweets(U1,U2)) and consider the speci�c tweets that
have alcohol/sober words (retweets(U1,U2, T)).

4.3.3 Combining Structural and Topic Features. Here, we model
the e�ect of friends’ tweets that contain alcohol/sober words on
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Takeaway

Friends(U2,	U1)	&	UsesSoberWord(U2)	&	PosAffect(U1)	→	Recovers(U1)	
Friends(U2,	U1)	&	UsesAlcoholWord(U2)	&	PosAffect(U1)	→	!Recovers(U1)	

Retweets(U2,	U1,	T)	&	TweetTopic(T,	sober)	&	PosSent(T)	→	Recovers(U1)	
Replies(U2,	U1,	T)	&	TweetTopic(T,	alcohol)	&	PosSent(T)	→	!Recovers(U1)
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Yesss love it
Let’s get turnt

Excited thanks

Staying sober yay!

Capture nuanced dependencies and multiple models

Zhang, Ramesh, Golbeck, Sridhar, Getoor, 2018, A Structured Approach to Understanding Recovery and Relapse in AA. WWW.



Roadmap of my talk

Exploit Structure Fuse Signals

Discover knowledge

Modeling 
dialogue and text
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Mood modeling dataset

4 

Our system addresses emotion regulation through the use of activity planning. It is well known that people 

experience major challenges in regulating their emotions; this has important consequences for emotional 

wellbeing. People are typically poor at predicting future emotions [14]; they overestimate the impacts that recent 

negative events will have on long-term affect. They also find it difficult to choose future activities that will 

improve long-term wellbeing [15]. Finally, when in a distressed state, many people tend to recall negative 

information rather than enhancing mood by remembering positive events [16, 17]. People who have difficulty 

overcoming these affective biases can experience severe negative consequences for their mental and physical 

wellbeing [18–20]. Access to algorithmic insights about one’s own mood could alleviate these problems, 

especially if accompanied by remedial methods to positively improve mood [16]. Nevertheless, with a few 

recent exceptions [21], relatively little research attempts to provide software support for mood regulation in the 

general population.  

 

To help people better understand and regulate their emotions, we designed and implemented a mobile phone-

based system called EmotiCal (Emotional Calendar, see Fig 1). Unlike many off-the-shelf applications, 

EmotiCal goes beyond simple mood and activity tracking. EmotiCal supports predictive emotional analytics to 

help with sensemaking and also provides remedial plans. These remedial plans take the form of personalized 

recommendations about new behaviors to improve mood. 

  

EmotiCal users actively record mood, energy level, and up to 14 trigger activities that users believe have 

influenced their mood. For example, they can track social interactions (e.g., time spent with a friend or 

coworker), aspects of physical health (e.g., sleep or exercise), and work activities to log these activities’ effects 

on mood. EmotiCal also encourages active reflection by evaluating exactly which activities have affected their 

mood. It also prompts users to generate short explanations of how and why they think those activities have 

affected mood. This active reflection has been shown to be important for behavior change [2, 22]. EmotiCal 

uses this logged information about mood and activities to create an individualized mood model for each user, 

Fig. 1 EmotiCal System Components  Users log mood and factors over range of time and 
describe their days

62Hollis et al. 2017. What Does All This Data Mean for My Future Mood? Actionable Analytics and Targeted Reflection for 
Emotional Well-Being. Human–Computer Interaction.



Unique opportunity to combine observational data with text 

Mood Exercise Sleep …

-3 -2 -3

2 3 1

1 0 0

-2 0 -3

…
…
…
…

{
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Observational data for causal inference



Observational data for causal inference

Estimate causal effect of exercise on mood to 
validate against literature

Mood Exercise Sleep …

-3 -2 -3

2 3 1

1 0 0

-2 0 -3

…
…
…
…

{
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Matching units for causal analysis

Perform matching to select most similar control for treatments

…
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Mood Exercise Sleep …

-3 3 -3

Mood Exercise Sleep …

-3 0 -3

Treatment unit

Control unit



Estimation of causal effect

Many techniques support estimation including regression

…
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Mood Exercise Sleep …
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Mood Exercise Sleep …
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Requirements for causal inference

Exercise Mood

Ci

Confounding variable

Need to include all common causes of treatment and 
outcome in matching and regression

Treatment Outcome
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Requirements for causal inference

Exercise Mood

Ci

Confounding variable

Many unmeasured, latent confounders 

Treatment Outcome
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Approximate confounders from text

..sick..

..family..

..ran..

..injured..

69

Wellness topic

w1  “sick”  wk
Personal topic

w1  “family”  wk
Physical topic

“ran”“injured” wk

Discover latent confounding topics and words



Approximate confounders from text

..sick..

..family..

..ran..

..injured..
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Wellness topic

w1  “sick”  wk
Personal topic

w1  “family”  wk
Physical topic

“ran”“injured” wk

Include as confounding variables in causal inference



Aggregating observations for users

Mood Exercise Sleep …

-3 -2 -3

2 3 1

1 0 0

{

?Treatment = 

Modeling structure across users’ observations
71

“sick”

…
“ran”



PSL for computational social science

• Discovering PSL rules from relational data 
• Detecting cyber-bullying on social media 
• Fusing data to characterize user personality types 
• Relational bootstrapping for weakly supervised 

stance detection 
• Identifying latent group attitudes on social media 
• Learning patterns of engagement in MOOCs
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Contributions in a nutshell
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Exploit 
structure

Fuse 
signals

Causal Discover

Broadly applicable 
templates for 
social science

Capture 
nuanced 

dependencies

Leverage new 
modes of 

evidence for 
causal inference

Infer models from 
observations for 
better reasoning



Contributions in a nutshell
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Exploit 
structure

Fuse 
signals

Causal Discover

Fair algorithms 
Bias in datasets 

More socio-behavioral domains 
Causal inference 

… 

We’re eager to collaborate!
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